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1. Two Definitions of Lattices
Definition 1: A partial order relation^yO on a set A is a relation that
satisfies the following conditions: For all a,b,c € A
(PI) a^ a
(P2) a^ b and b^ a imply that a = b




Definition 2: A partially ordered set or poset (denoted by (A;))
consists of a nonvoid set A and a binary relatior on A such that
satisfies (PI) - (P3).
Throughout the discussion of posets, a partial order relation
will usually be denoted by ^. Also, a ^b will mean b'^a.
Sometimes a poset will be referred to by A (rather than (A; ^)).
Definition 3: A chain is a poset (A; <) that also satisfies the
following:
(P4) a ^ b or b^a for all a,b, € A (linearity)
The following are some examples of partially ordered sets:
Example 1: For an arbitrary set X, let P(X) be the set of all
subsets of X. The set P(X) is partially ordered
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with respect to the relation
A^BiffASB(A & BC P(X))
Example 2: In the set N of positive integers, let y if,
and only if, x is a divisor of y. This is also an
example of a chain.
Example 3: Let (^denote the set ^ 0,... ,n - ordered by
0< I 2 ...^n —1. Then is an
n
n-element chain.
Definition 4; Let P be a poset, H C p, a € P. Then a is an upper
bo\ind of H, if h ^ a for all h 6 H. An upper bound a of H is the
least upper bound or supremum of H if, for any upper bound b of H,
a < b.
Definition 5; Let P be a poset, Hc p, a € P. Then a is a lower
bound of H, if h ^ a (a ^ h) for all h 6 H. A lower bound a of H is
a greatest lower bound or infimum of H if, for any lower bound b of
H, a^ b (b ‘<’a).
The supremum will be denoted by sup H or \/h, and the infimum
by inf H or A H.
If^is a "statement” about posets, the dual of ^can be obtained
by replacing all occurrences of (in^) by ^ . Now we will state
the Duality Principle:
If a statement ^is true in all posets, then its dual is also
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true in all posets.
An application of the duality principle will be shown in the
course of proving the following theorem:
For any poset P and H^P, if sup and inf of H exist, then they
are unique.
Proof:
To prove the above, we will have to prove: (1) if sup of H
exists, it is unique; and (2) if inf H exists, it is unique. Since the
second statement can be obtained from the first by interchanging
^ by 2 in the definition of sup, it can be concluded that the second
statement is the dual of the first. So, by the duality principle, it
suffices to prove the first statement. Let b ^ , b ^ both be the sup
of H. Then b ^ < b j since b ^ is an upper bound, and b^ is a
supremum. Also, b ^ ^ b ^ since b^ is an upper bound, and b^
is a supremum. Therefore, by (P2), b ^ ^ | first
statement is proved.
Definition 6: A poset (L; is a lattice if one of the following holds:
(i) sup [ a,b J and inf fa,bj exist for all a,b € L.
(ii) sup H and inf H exist for any any finite nonvoid subset
H of L.




I. If (L; satisfies the conditions of definition 6(ii), then
it follows that inf Ca,b3 and sup [ a,b j exist for all a,
b €l since ^a.b.^, for all a,b € L,is a finite nonvoid
subset of L.
II. Let (L; ^) satisfy definition 6(i) and let H S L be
nonvoid and finite. If H= U} , then sup H =* inf H=a follows
from the definition of sup, inf, and the reflexivity of
Let H= £ a,b,c 3 • We will show that sup H exists. Now, set
d=sup (a.bj , e=sup [d,o j ; we claim that e=sup H, First
we need to show that x < e for all x € H. By definition of sup,
we know that a ^ d, b ^d, and d ^ e, c ^ e; by transitivity of
, we get that a ^e and b ^e. Therefore, x e for all
X 6 H. Secondly, if f is an upper bound of H, then a ^ f, b ^ f
and since d=sup {a,b j , it follows that d ^ f; also c ^f, so
we have d,c ^f; therefore, e ^f since e=sup [d.c j . Thus
e is the supremum of H.
If H=
o ' • • •' 3 '
sup £... sup ^sup o . 3 ' ® X 3 • • * '^0-1 3
is the supremum of H, by an inductive proof with steps similar
to those in the preceeding paragraph.
By applying the Duality Principle, we conclude that inf H exists
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The following definition is an alternative definition of a lattice
in terms of conditions on two binary compositions on a set. It
defines a lattice as an algebra.
Definition 7; A set L is a lattice (denoted by (L; A , V )) if: L is a
nonvoid set, A (called meet) and V(called join) are defined binary
operations on L, and both A and Vsatisfy the following: For all
a,b,c t L.
(LI) aAb = bAa, aVb = bVa (commutativity)
(L2) (a A b) A c = a A (b A c)
(a Vb) V c = a V (b V c) (associativity)
(L3) a A (a Vb = a, aV(aAb) = a (absorption
identities)
We will refer to a A (a V b) = a as the first absorption identity
and a V (a A b) = a as the second. A consequence of the absorption
identities is:
Theorem 1: Let a be an element of L, then aA a = a and a \/ a = a.
i.e. A and Vare idempotent.
Proof:
a A a = a A (a V (a A x)) by the second absorption identity. By
using the first absorption identity with b = a A x, we get a A (a
(a A x) = a. Thus a A a = a. Similarly, it can be proved that a Va
= a.




(i) Let the poset jC = (L; be a lattice. Set a A b-inf fa.bj ,
Vb=sup [a,b 3 . Then the algebra t= (L; A , V) i!IS aa
lattice.
(ii) Let the algebra £ = (L; A,V) be a lattice. Set a ^ b iff
a A b=a. Then = (L; i^) is a poset, and the posetis a
lattice.
Proof:
Let the poset (L, ) be a lattice, and set a^\ b^^inf fa-bj •
a V b=sup fa.bj . By the definition of a poset, we know that L is
a nonvoid set. Since (L; is a lattice, sup [a,h] and inf ^a,
b ^ exist and are unique; thus A and 1/ are binary operations;A and
V are commutative since inf [a,b3 =inf [b,a] and sup [a.b]
=sup [ b,a 3 . In the proof of the equivalence of (i) and (ii) of
definition 6, we saw that sup f sup [a,h] ,c] =sup fa,b,c3 .
Now if we substitute b for a, c for b, and a for c, we get
sup Jb.c.a] =sup f sup [ b,c 3 ,a j ; but sup [ sup [ b,c] ,
a 3 =sup ^a, sup ^ b,c 3 } and sup ^ b,c,a 3 =sup ^ a,b,c J .
Thus sup ^ a,sup { b,o] ] =sup ^a,b,c3 =sup ^ sup fa.b} ,
c 3 . Now it follows that, (a V b) Vc=sup £ sup ^ a,b3 *
sup ^ a, sup [b,c 3 3 =a Y (b Vc). So V is associative.Similarly,
it can be shown that A is also associative. To show that the
absorption identities hold, we will first verify that (1) a^ b iff
a Ab=a. If a ^ b, then inf ^a,bj =a, that is, a A b=a; and if
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a A b = a, then inf la.bj = a, so,from the definition of inf,we get
that a ^ b. By duality (and by interchanging a and b), we also get
(2) a b iff a V b = b. By (1) and the fact that a ^sup ^a,b J =
a V b, we get a A (a Vb) = a. Since a A b = inf a, b J ^ a# it
follows from (2) that a V (a A b) = a. Now we have shown that A
and ^satisfy the absorption identity. Proof of (i) is complete.
(ii) Set a ^b to mean a Ab = a. ^ is reflexive since A is
idempotent by Theorem 1; ^is antisymmetric since a ^b, b
mean aAb = a, bAa = b respectively and by the commutativity of
A , we can get a = aAb = bAa=b; ^is transitive since if a^ b,
b < c, then aAb, bAc = b, so
a=aAb = aA(bAc)
=(a A b) Ac (associativity of A )
= a A c,
but a = a A c means a^c. Thus (L; is a poset. To prove that
(L; is a lattice, we will verify that a A b = inf [a,b] and a V b
= sup ^a,b J . First we will prove that; a = a A b iff b = a ^ b.
If a = a A b, then a ^ b; so we get from (2) in the proof of (i) that
a V b = b; conversely, if b = a then, from statement (2) in proof
of (iX.we get a ^b, that is, a A b = a.
Certainly, a A b l^a since (a A b) Va = a implies that (a A b)
a = a Ab, using the second absorption identity, commutativity of
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/\ , and the statement from the above paragraph; similarly, a A b
^b. Now if c <a, c ^b, that is, c Aa = c, c A b = c, then c
A (a V b) = (c A a) A b = c A b = c; thus a A b = inf a, b ^ .
Finally, a ^a Vb, b ^a Vb since a = a A (a ^^b), b = b A (a b)
by the first absorption identity; if a ^ c, b ^c, that is, a = a A c,
b = b Ac, then a Vc = (a Ac) = c, and b Vc = c by the second
absorption identity. Now (a Vb) ^c = aV(b Vc)=a Vc = c^*
applying the statement in the preceeding paragraph with a l/b = a
and c == b, then we get that (a ^b) A c = a \/h, that is, a b ^c,
completing the proof that a V b = sup [a.b] .
Note that for lattices as algebras, the Duality Principle takes
on the following form. Let ^be a "statement" about lattices
expressed in terms of A and V. The dual of ^is the statement we
get from interchanging A and V. If ^is true for all lattices,
then the dual of ^is true for all lattices.
Chapter II
First Concepts
2. Semilattices and Complete Lattices
Definition 1: Let (S; o ) be an algebra with one binary operation O .
The algebra (S; O ) is a semilattice if O satisfies the following:
For all a,b,c € S
(51) The operation Ois associative, that is, (a o b) oc =
a O (b o c).
(52) The operation ois commutative, that is, aOb = bOa.
(53) The operation ois idempotent, that is, a o a = a.
It should be noted that, if (L; A , V) is a lattice, then (L; A )
and (L; V) are semilattices; the former is called the meet-semilattice,
the latter the join-semilattice of L. A poset is a join-semilattice
(dually, meet-semilattice) if sup t ] (dually, inf fa,b3 )
exists for any two elements in the poset.
Definition 2; A lattice L is complete if the inf of H and sup of H
exist for an^ subset H of L.
Lemma 3; Let P be a poset in which the inf of H exists for all H S P.




For H £ P, let Q be the set of all upper bounds of H. Now
Q £P, so,by hypothesis, inf of Q exists; set a = inf of Q. If h 6 H,
then h ^ q for all q 6 Q. Now a 6 Q; so h < a, and of course a ^ q
for all q € Q. By the definition of sup, we get that a = sup of H.
3. How to Describe Lattices
A finite lattice can always be described by a meet-table and a
join-table. For example: let L = Co, a, b, 1 3























We can also describe a lattice by describing the partial ordering,
that is, all pairs (x,y) with x ^y. The ordering relation of the
preceeding example is:
^ [(0,0), (0,a), (0,b), (0,1), (a,a),
(a,l), (b,b), (b,l), (1,1) 3 .
In a poset (P; ^), a covers b (b is covered by a) (in notation
a>-b (b—fa)) if a ^ b and for no x, a x "7 b. The diagram of a
poset (P; ^) represents the elements with small circles o; the
circles representing two elements x, y are connected by a straight
line if one covers the other; if x covers y, then the circle
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representing x is higher up than the circle representing y. The
diagram of the lattice discussed previously is shown in figure 3.1
I
4.
The lattices (L^, ; <), = (L ^ ; i) are isomorphic
(in symbol, , and the map^: —> L ^ is an isomor¬
phism if Cj^is one-to-one and onto, and
a b in ;^^iff a^ < b ^in .
The lattices (L ^ ; A»V(L , ; A » \/) are
isomorphic (in symbol, ), and the map is an
isomorphism if ^is one-to-one and onto, and if
(aAb)(^ = a^A b(^
and
(aVb) ^ = a^Vb
The map (^; P^—♦ P , is an isotone map (also called mono¬
tone map) of the poset P ^ into the poset P ^ , if a ^ b in P
implies that a (p <b (pin r ^ .
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A homomorphism of the lattice L into the lattice L is a map
Cp : Lq—♦ L , satisfying both; For all a,b €
(1) (aA b)<^ = a^Ab^
and
(2) (aVb)(p = aCf VbCf
A one-to-one homomorphism is called an embedding.
A set K is a sublattice of a lattice L if: (1) KS L; (2) K is
closed underA and (sameA and Von L); and (3) under the same
A and V, K is a lattice.
For every H SL, (0, there is a smallest Qh 3 ^ L
containing H and closed underA and V. The sublattice Ch 17 is
called the sublattice of L generated by H, and H is a generating set
of £h H .
The subset K of the lattice L is called convex, if a,b 6 K,
c € L, and a ^ c ^ b imply that c 6 K. For a, b €" L, a^ b, the
interval Ca,b U = £'x I a^ x ^b'^ is an example of a convex
sublattice.
A sublattice I of L is an ideal if i 6 I and a 6 L imply that
aAi € I.
The ideal generated by a subset H will be denoted by (H ^ ,
and when H = fa? , (a 3 will be written for ( fa37.
Lemma 1; Let L be a lattice and let H and I be nonvoid subsets
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of L.
(i) I is an ideal iff a,b € I implies that a\/ b <-1, and
a €1, X 6L, x^a imply that x 6 I.
(ii) I = (H^ iff for all i f I there exists an integer n^ 1 and
there exist h q ,. .. ^ H such that i ^ h q V... V
(iii)
hn-/ •
For a € L, (a J = [x / x<
Proof:
(i) Let I be an ideal. Then I is a sublattice, so a,b ^ I implies
that a Vb 6 I. If a 6 I, x 6 L, and x ^a, then x = x /\a €l. We
have shown that the conditions in (i) hold. Conversely, let I satisfy
the conditions in (i). (1) Let a,b € I, then a \/h € I, and since
aAb^a, atl, and a /\ b € L, it follows that a A h € 1; therefore
I is a sublattice. (2) Let x ^ L, a 6- I, then aAx^afl; soaA^
€ I. From (1) and (2), it follows that I is an ideal.
(ii) SetIo=fi/i^hcV... Vh^,, for h ^ ,... ,h^_ ^
^ H and for some integer n Z 1 3 • Clearly, i t I ^ and a 6 L
implies a A i 6 I q , since a/li^(hQ V ... Vh^. j) A a ^ h^^
V... Vh^., ; and obviously, H £ I q . Finally, let J be an ideal,
H S J. We need to show that I ^ ^ J. Let x 6 I ^ , then x^ h^
\/ ... \/hf^. j for h ^ ,... €. H and for some integer n 2^1.
Using (i) and the fact that H S J, it follows that x 6 J. Thus
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I
^ c J and I Q is the smallest ideal containing H, that is, I = I ^ .
(iii) By the application of (ii), this proof is obvious.
Definition; Let l(L) denote the set of all ideals. I(L) will be called
the ideal lattice.
Corollary 2; I(L) is a poset under set inclusions, and as a poset
is a lattice.
Proof:
First we will show that I(L) is a poset. Set I ^ J to mean I £ J
for I, J 6 I(L). Indeed, Sis reflexive since any set is a subset of
itself; S is antisymmetric since, by the equality of sets, I S-J and
J £I implies that I = J; transitivity of Salso follows from the
definition of subsets. To prove that I(L) is a lattice, we will verify
that I D J = inf ] ] and lUj = sup ^I, J ^ for I, J £ I(L).
Obviously, I 0 J 5 I and 1 f]] that is, I /I J £ I and I 0 J*
Let Q be a lower bound for (i.jJ , then Q and Q 1/ that is,
Q CJ and Q £I; so, from the definition of intersection, we get Q c
I n J, that is, Q £ I flj. To show that 1016 I(L), let a £ L and
X £ I n J* X 6 I 0 J» we have x £ I and x e J; so x /I a € I and
X A a e J. Since x /I a 6 I and x A a € J, it follows that x A a £ I
n J; thus I A J 6 I(L), completing the proof that I A J = inf 1/•
Similarly, 1 U ] = sup fl, J J .
As a result of the above corollary, IVj = a uij. From (ii)
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of Lemma l,we can get for I,J € l(L), x 6 I V J iff x ^ i V j for
some i 6 I, j ® J. In general,
V (I
^ 1 7- 6 A > = (00^1 T & A,))-,
An equivalence relation 0(that is, a reflexive, symmetric, and
transitive binary relation) on a lattice L is called a congruence
relation of L if:
a
Q 3 b ^ ( 0) and a ^ b ^ ( Q) imply that
a^A = b^Ab,(9) and a^ V a^ ^ b^ V
t>
I (6^) (Substitution Property)
For a 6 L, 3 ^ stands for the congruence class containing a,
that is, l_a 3 ^ I X Sa ( O) ^ .
Lemma 3: A reflexive and symmetric binary relation Oon a lattice L
is a congruence relation iff the following three properties are
satisfied for x,y, z ,t 6 L;(i)X =y ( ©) iff X A y ax Vy ( 6>).(ii)X iy ^z, x ay(^), and y = z( ©) imply that
X s z( 0).(iii)X <y and x a y( 0 ) imply that xAt syAt(©)
and xVt = yV t(0).
Proof:
If ^is a congruence relation, then it is trivial to show that (i)-
(iii) hold. Assume that 0is a symmetric and reflexive binary
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relation satisfying conditions (i)-(iii). Let b,c € C^.dJ and
a = d( ^); we claim that b = c( 0). Now we are given a s d( ^),
and„from the definition of a closed interval,we have a ^ d; so, by
(ii), we get that bA c = a V (bAc) Hd \/(bAc) = d(^). Now
b A c ^ d,and (iii) imply that b A c = (b Ac) A (b V^c) = d A (b
= b Vc{0)’, therefore,by (i), b-= c( 0).
We need to prove that ^is transitive. Let x= y(^) and
y=z(0). Then by (i), xAy =x Vy(.&), and,by (iii), y Vz =
(y V z) 1/ (y A x) = (y V z) V(y V/x) = ■x.'s/y)/ z(G). Similarly,
X AyA z = y a z( 0) . Since yA z H y\^z{G) by (i), we get
xA yA z = yAz=y\/z^x \/y V/z( ^), and,of course, xA yA z
^ y A z ^ y\/z < x\/y\/z. Therefore, applying (ii) twice, we
get X A y A z = k \/y\/z{S). Applying the statement of the
previous paragraph with a=xAyAz, b = x, c = z, d = xl^yl/z,
we get x = z( G) •
Let X ^ y(^ ); we claim that xAt=yAt(^). By(i),xAy
= X \/y( 0) . Indeed, x A y ^ x \/ y; so, by (iii), (x A y) A t =
ixVy)A t( G) . Since xAt, yA t 6 ExAyAt, (xl/y)A t J ,
we get, by applying the statement of the first paragraph, that xA t
= y A t( G).
We need to prove the Substitution Property forA • Let x _ = y
((9) and X
^ ^ y I (^• Applying the statement of the above
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paragraph twice, we get x ^ A x 3 x A y = y Ay.' O I ~ O I
( 0 ), but this implies that x-Ax,“y Ay,(0) since
o *
e is transitive. The Substitution Property for Vis similarly proved.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.
Let C(L) denote the set of all congruence relations on L partially
ordered by set inclusion. Lemma 3 will be applied in proving the
following theorem:
Theorem 4: C(L) is a lattice. For 0 , 6 C(L), O A ^ = (0 0
^ . The join, Q V$ can be described as follows:
X S y( 0 V ^ ) iff there is a sequence = x A ^
z n-| = X \/ y of elements of L such that • • • • ^
and for each i, 0 ^ i ^ O-/ , z • H z . , ( 0) or z . ^ z . ).
w Lti 4 Cff
Proof:
The first statement is obvious. To prove the second statement,
let'lf^ be the defined binary relation. Then es V and ^
If P is a congruence relation, 0 ^ P , ^ C 'f', and x 5 yCV^),
then for each i, Z;= z.,(0)orz.3. z.( . Now, sincet ty-/ (. Cfl
both 0and ^are subsets of P , it follows that z . 3 z . , ( P).
By the transitivity of P , z ^ 3 z^^j, which gives x A y H X V'
y( P ). By Lemma 3(i), x sy( P ). Thus 3 P • If it can be
shown that Vis a congruence relation, then ^ = O
Obviously, ^is reflexive and symmetric. Let x ^ y €. L,
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X = y( y ), then 3 a sequence z j, = x A y = (x A y) A (x V y),
z
j ,... ,z j = X Vy = (x Ay) V(x Vy) satisfying the relation
described in Theorem 4; thus x A y S X Vy( f). By a similar
argument, the converse is true. Let x^y£:Z, x=y(V^), and
y =z( 'f') for x,y,z 6. L. Then ^sequences z^^ = xAy = x,z, ,
...,z^., = xVy = yandq^ =yAz =y,q , q^^ = y\/z = z.
Both sequences satisfy the relations described in the theorem. Now
since z = y and q ^ = y, it follows that z ^ = x = xAz:^Z| ^
...£z_,=q ...^q =z = xVz. So the sequence t ^ =
= X A Z,t , = z , , . . . ,t n-l = q »t- q ,.../t q’’ I Ofin*/ m-/
X Vz also satisfy the relations; therefore, x =z( Y). Let x,y,t 6 L,
X ^y, X = y( '/^). The sequence z • , 0 ^ i -^n, that we get from
X sy( Y) can be joined with t, obtaining the sequence z t ,
0 ^ i ^ n. This sequence can be used to show that x V'tSyVt( f)
Now X A t S yA t( can be shown with the sequence z • A t,
0 ^t Z, n. We have shown that (i)-(iii) of Lemma 3 hold for’jP;
therefore, ^ is a congruence relation.
Now we look at the set LXK=^(a,b) I a ^ L,h i K J . This
set is a lattice, called the direct product of L and K if: (i) L,. K are
lattices; (ii) A and Vare defined in L X K "componentwise" by;
(a, b) A (a , , b , ) = (a A a j , b A b / )
(a,b) V (a I /b ^ ) = (a)/a , ,b /b, ).
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5. Polynomials, Identities, and Inequalities
From variables x ^ ,x ^ ,... polynomials can be
formed using A » and parentheses.
Examples: x ^ ,x , , (x ^ A ) V'(x ^ A x ^
(X,A Xj,)V(Xj,A Xj )\/(x,A x^ ).
The following is a formal definition of polynomials.
Definition 1: The set P of n-ary lattice polynomials is
(i) X € P 0 ^ i < n.
(ii) If p,q e p then (pA q), (p V q) € T
i.e. a polynomial is a sequence of symbols.
Definition 2: An n-ary polynomial p defines a function in n-variables
(a polynomial function, or simply, a polynomial) on a lattice L by
the following rules (a q ,. .. ,a , C L)
(i) If p = X , p(a £> »• • • ^ ^ t ^ i <n.
(ii) If p(a o ,... ,a^_j ) = a, q(a ^ ,... ,a^,^) = b, and
pAq = r, p\/q = t, then r(a ^ ,... ,af^.,) = a A b
and t(a o ,..., a^, ) = a V b.
So if p = (x A X ) \/(x ^N/ X j ), then p(a,b,c) =
(aA c) V (c Vb) = cV b.
Note: A polynomial is an n-ary polynomial for some n.
(1) If p is a unary (n = 1) lattice polynomial, then
p(a) = a for all a €• L.
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In this section, statements on polynomials will be proved by
induction on the rank. The rank of x ^ is 1; that of p/^ q (and of
pVq) is the sum of the ranks of p and q.
Lemma 3: a cCh3 iff a = p(hQ,... ,h^.p for some integer n ^ 1, for
some n-ary polynomial p, and for h^,... »h^^j €. H.
Proof;
By induction on the rank of p, we will show that if a = p(hQ,...,
0
for some integer n 2 1 and then aeCnl . Let rank of
p = 1 (assume only variables have rank 1), then, by definition 2(i),
the statement is true. Assume that statement is true for q and r and
that p = q A r. Then
p(hQ r. • »/ • • • / r(h ^ ., h^y )
= aAb a,h € ChJ .
Since Ih J is closed under^ ,it follows that a^ b€£hJ.
Similarly, it can be shown for p = q /r. To show the converse, we
form the set ^a / a = p(h^ ,...,Vl>' “SI- and show
that it contains H, is closed under/| and 1/, and that it is equal to
[h] . Let h^ 6 H, then, for P = , p(h^ ,... ,h^_y ) ~ , 0 ^ i <C n.
Let a,b be in the set, then a A b = p(h ^ . ,h J Aq(h^ / • • • »h ,)n-’i o n~l
= r(h ,...»h.,), n2Il, h.^H; soaAbis contained in the set.
O n-1 it
A similar argument holds true for a Vh. Since the set is contained
in Cb. J , it has to equal £*11 7 .
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Definition 4: A lattice identity (inequality) is an expression of the
form p = q (p ^q), where p and q are polynomials. An identity
(inequality) holds in the lattice L if p(a ^ ,a ^ ,...)= q(a q ^ •
...)(p(ao'®i * • • •) o I /•••)) holds for any
An identity p = q is equivalent to the two inequalities p ^ q and
q ^ p, and the inequality p “^q is equivalent to the identity p Vq =
q (and to p A a =p).
Lemma 5: A polynomial (function) p is isotone; that is, if a ^ ^
ho.a, P(a o / a ,/•••) ^ p(b ^ , b , ,...).
Furthermore,
X
^ A ... A ^ o ^ V ...
Proof;
We prove the first statement by induction on the rank of p.
Let p = X , then P(a ^ ,. •., ) = a ^ h ^ = p(b^. b^ ^).
Assume that the statement is true for q and r and that p = q Vr.
Then
P(ag,.. .)\/p(b^ ,...) = (q(a^ ,...) V'r(a^ »...)) \/(q(b^ ,...) V
r(b ^ , ...))
= (q(a^,...) V'q(b^,...))\/(r(a^,...) \/
^(b 0 ,...))
= q(b - ,...) r(b ,...)
O Q
/ • • • ) /
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= P(b^
therefore,p(a ^ ^ p(b ^ The proof is similar for
p = qA r. Since x ^ A ... A Vx^_^, for
0 ^ i ^ n-1, we get from the first statement that
p(x ^ A ... A x^^ ,. ,x ^ A ... A x^_^ p(x ^ ,... ,x^_j) ^
p(x ^ V ... Vx^_, )... , X ^ \/ .. ., V x^_^ ); but, using
idempotency of A and V, p(x ^ A ... A x^_^ ,...,x^A ... A
^
o ^ ^ ^A-/ P(x ^ V ... 1/x^,| ,...,x 1/
^0-1 ^ ^ ^ ^rt-i • ^ o ^ <5 ' • • •'
x^_^) ^x ^ \/ ... \/x^,y , proving the second statement.
Lemma 6; Identities are preserved under the formation of sublattices,
homomorphic images, direct products, and ideal lattices.
Proof;
Let the polynomials p and q both be n-ary and let the identity
p = q hold in L. Suppose L| is a sublattice of L, then p(b ^ #b ^ ,
...) = q(b ^ ,b ^ ,...) for any bo,b ^ ,...^L, since L | ^
L. Let CP'. L-^K be an onto homomorphism. By induction on the
rank of p,we will show that p(a ^ ,... ) 9 = P(3«> ^ an-/
^). The identity is certainly true for p = x ^ . Let it be true for
q and r.and suppose p = q A r.
Then
P(a O - • • /an.,) q(a © a^-i ) ^ ^ a^,^ ) (p
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= ^ 3,v/ ^ ^ ^ ^
= P(ao Cp '•••'%./
The proof is similar for p = q \/r; thus p(a ,... ,a ) = p(a^ C^,
O *»-! o Y
,... /a^_^ for a ^ > • •• >^ n-i ^ f** Similarly, it can be shown
that q(a ^ ,,.. #a^,, ) q(a j, ^ /... .a^,f Therefore,
<? ^ / • • • i^in.i ^ ) “ p(a ^ , • • • 1^^,! )
= q(a^ ^ ^
and so p = q holds in K. The statement for direct products is
obvious. Let p be an n-ary polynomial and let I ^ ,... be
ideals of L. Thenl^ ,... ,I I(L). Now if we substitute the
I j 's into p, P(I ^ / • • • ) is an ideal (is in I(L). By induction
on the rank of p, we will show that
p(l ^ ,... ,1^1 ) = / X i p(i^ ,... ,i^p, for some ,
• • •' ^0 - / ^ ^r>-/J •
Let p = X • , then p(I ^ ,... ,I ■ ) = I ! but 1 = f x ( x • ,J ' J J c j
ij « Ij' j = fxj x<p(l i^i )] . Suppose the above
formula holds for d and r and that p = d r and p = d /\ r. Then,
using Lemma 5 and formula in section 4 describing I V J, it easily
follows that
p(I Q ,... ,1^ ^ ) [=^1 w, )j Indeed,
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p(i Q = q(i o ,.. . ,i^_^ 6 L; so
Pd^? Pdo x^q(i^,
• • •' ^n-j^ J ^ ^ ,... ,1^.;). Therefore, p = q holds in ideal
lattices.
Now we will list a few important inequalities;
Lemma 8; The following inequalities hold in any lattice;
(i) (x 4 y) / (x A z) A ivVz)
(ii) X 1/ (y /I z) ^ (x V/y) /A (x l/z)
(iii) (x >A y) l/(y 4 z) V^(z /I x) ^ (x \/y)/1 (y j/z) /\ (z |/ 3^
(iv) (x A y) 1/ (x y1 z) X 4 (y 1/ (x /I z))
Remark; (i) - (iii) are called distributive inequalities.and (iv) is the
modular inequality.
Proof;
First we will prove (iv). Since x A y ^ x and x /f z ^ x, we get
(x 4 y) V (x A z):^ X. Also, (xA y) (x A z) « Y z) since
x4y;^y^yy(xA z) and xA z V (xA z). If we join the two
inequalities,(x A y) 1/ (x A z) ^ x and (xA y) / (x A z) ^y K (x A
z), we obtain (x A y) \/ (x A z) ^ X A (y l^(x /I z)), verifying (iv).
The proof of (i) and (ii) is similar to that of (iv). By (iv), (xA y)
V (x A z) ^ X A (y \/(x A z)); by (ii), y \A (x A z) ^ (x Ky) A (y
z), and of course, x^ (x \/z). Now we can get (1) (x A y) l/(x A z)
^ X A (y \/(x A z))^ (x Vy) A (y Vz) A (x l/z) . Since yA z ^
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y\/z, y/lz:^xl^y, and y A z ^ x i/z, we obtain (2) v /I z ^
{x Vy) A {y y z) A (x 1/z). Joining (1) and (2), we get {xAy)^
(x z) V {y A z) ^ {x Vy) A {y 1/ z) A (x Kz), proving (iii).
Lemma 9; Consider the following two identities and inequality.
(i) (x A y) ^ (x A z) = X A (y z)
(ii) (xV y) A (x Vz) = X V {y A z)
(iii) (x 1/y) A z ^ X 1/ (y A z)
Then (i), (ii) and (iii) are equivalent in any lattice L.
Remark: A lattice satisfying (i) or (ii) is called distributive.
Proof:
Let (ii) hold in L. Then (x y) A {xV z) ^ x \/(y A z); but
(x l/y) A z ^ (x Vy) A (x 1/ z) since z ^ x V/z. Thus (x V' y) A
z X \/ (y A z), verifying (iii).
Let (iii) hold in L. Then, using (iii) with x = a, y = b,
z = a V^c,
(a 1/ b) A (a c) aV (b A (a V^c)) = a\/ ((a V^c) A b).
Now a \/ ((a \/c) A b) < a (a (c A b)) since (a V^c) A b ^ a \/
(::A b) by (iii) with x = a, y = c, z=b. Therefore, (a \/ b) A (a ^ c)
^ a V (a 1/ (c A b)) = a V (c A b) . This .combined with the dual of
Lemma 8(i),gives (ii).
Let (i) hold in L. Then, using (i) with x = al/ b, y = a, z = c,
(a V/ b) A (a 1/ c) = ((a V^ b) A a) V((a \Ab) A c)
= a V/ ((a b) A c)
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and using (i) with x = c, y = a, z = b, we get
a V((a \/b) Ac) = a V (a A c) (b Ac)
= a V(b Ac),
verifying (ii).
The proof of (ii) implies (i) is the dual of the preceeding
paragraph.
Lemma 10; The identity
(Ml) (x A y) V (x A z) = X A (y y (x A z))
is equivalent to the condition
(M2) X 2 z implies that (x A y) V z = x A (y Vz).
Remark; A lattice satisfying (Ml) or M2) is called modular.
Proof;
Let the identity hold. If x ^ z, then z=xAz. Sox^z
implies that (x A y) A z = (xA y) V(x Az) = x A (y V(x A z)) »
X A (y Vz), verifying the implication. Let the implication hold.
Then, since x !^x A z, we have (x A y) V (x A z) = X A (y V (x A
z)), verifying the converse.
6. Free Lattices
Definition 1; Let p ^ =q ^ be identities for i 6 I. The class K of all
lattices satisfying all identities p / = q ; , i 6 I, is called an
equational class of lattices. An equational class is trivial if it
contains one-element lattices only.
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Some examples of equational classes of lattices are: the class
L of all lattices, the class D of all distributive lattices, and the
class M of all modular lattices.
Let us agree that for a generating set we take a poset P, and for
relations we take all a <b that hold in P, all aA b = c, where inf
S, a,b 3 = c in P, and all a V b = c, where sup ^a,b J = c in P.
Definition 2: Let P be a poset and let K be an equational class of
lattices. A lattice F (P) is called a free lattice, (most general
lattice) over K generated by P if the following conditions are
satisfied:
(i) F ^ (P) £ K.
(ii) P SF (P)f and for a,b,c £ p, inf ^a,b^ = c in P
iff a A b = c in F ^ (P), and sup fa.b] = c in P
iff a V b = c in F ^ (P).
(iii)
(iv)
Lp U=F ^ (P).
Let L € K and let P^L be an isotone map with the
properties that if a,b,c € P, inf ^a,b J =c, then a ^
A b (f=c (pin L, and if sup fa,b}=c inP, then a ^
hCp = c(p in L. Then there exists a (lattice)
homomorphismF (P)—^L extending ^(that is, a^
= a ^ for all a € P).
If P is an unordered set, f P ^ ='XXi('f32stands for a
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cardinal), we will write F ^ (iH) for F ^ (P) and call it a "free
lattice on ill generators over K". In the case where K = L, we will
write F(P) for F (P) and call it "the free lattice generated by P".
Note: If b 6 F ^ (P), then, by (ii) and Lemma 3 in section 5, b =
p(a » • • •» where p is a polynomial and a , ..., a 6 P.
So, if the ^ of (iv) exists, then
b = p(a ^ , ..., a , ) 4^ (since ^ is to be a homomorphism)O ft-l
= (p ' • • •' ^ ^
since a ^ ^ = a ^(p.
From this we conclude:
Corollary 1: The homomorphism 'Pin (iv) is unique.
Theorem 2: In the definition of F (P), (iv) can be replaced by the
following condition:
If b € F u (P) has two representations, b = p(a , ..., a ,)rS o n-/
and b = q(b , ..., b ) (a , ..., a , / b , ..., b e P),o 0-1 o 0-1 o ft-i
then
p(s Q t • • •1j ) ~ Q(b ^ I •• m I b^ j )
can be derived from the identities defining K and the relations
of P of the form a A b = c and a V b = c.
Proof:
First we have to show that if the conditions of Theorem 2 hold,
then (Pon V can be extended to ^ on F^ff) . Define Y on F (P)
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as follows:
Suppose X £ F (P). Let x be such that x = y z or
X = y A z for y, z £ P. If w £ P, let 'f' (w) = ^(w).
Define 4^(x) =^fy) V/V^= ^(y) >/ Cp{z) , and similarly
for X = yA z.
Secondly, we have to show that if (pon P can be extended to on
F (P)» then the conditions of Theorem 2 hold. Let b £ F (P),
b ~ p(3 ^ , • • • / ) ~ 0 II ) (^q/*** / * ••*'
bj^ j € P). We are given the homomorphisms (^z P->L and^:
F (P)—»L, so p(a Q (p,.=q(b^
which gives us p(a ^ . far»-i )'f' = q(b ^ , . . . € L-
Since preserves the identities and relations of ^ffi^and T (P) 6KK K
and P c tM then these are those of K and P.1>





Lemma 3; Let x,y,z be elements of a lattice L and let x l/y, y /z,
z \/x be pair wise incomparable. Then ^x\/y,yl/z,zl/x J
generates a sublattice of L isomorphic toT^/Csee figure 6.1).
Proof;
If we form the meet and join table using the elements in the
generating set and get the meet and join of the set, then we can see
that all the elements in figure 6.1 can be obtained. By forming
further joins and meets, we can see that they are equal to the ones
already obtained. By symmetry, take for example C(x V'y)A(yl/
z) U V t(x Vy) A(zl/x) !7=xV'y and £(x Vy) A {yVz)J
V (z\/x)=xV^yl/z. Since y^ (x V^y) /\ (y and x^ (x \/y)
A (x \/z), then x y ^ I_(x l/^y) A (y ^ z) J ]/ /](x \/y) A (x K
z) J . Since x Vy Z i^^y) A (y ^z) and x 1/ y (x V^y) A (x l^z),
we also have x ^y 2 t (x V^y) A (y \/z) 3 V' [{x V^y) A (x V z)J.
Therefore, the first equation holds. We know that y^ (x Ky) /I
(y \/z), SO y 1/ (x \Az) C (x \/y) A (yW z) 0 V (x Vz)-, but y
(x 1/z) = X V^y lAz; therefore, x \/ y 1/z ^ £(x ^y) A (yVz)3 )/
(x y z) . Since y V z 2 £ (x y y) A (y Wz) 3 and y V (x Vz) Z
X \Az, we get x 1/y l/z = (y 1/z) y y y (x l^z) _2 (x l^y)A (y 1/
z) 2 V (xVz); so it follows that the second equation hold.
Therefore,all eight elements are distinct.
Taking the eight distinct triplets ofA^j^.we can set up a
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correspondence between them and the elements of the above figure.
We can set up the correspondence (mapping) in the following
manner:
(x Vy) A(y Vz) A (z VjO—>(0,0,0); (x Vy) A(y V'2)->(1»0,0);
(x Vy) A (z V x) -^(0,1,0); (y Vz) A (z Vx)-9 (0,0,1); x Vy—>
(1,1,0); y Vz—^(1,0,1); z Vx ^(0,1,1); and x Vy Vz—>(1,1,1).
This mapping satisfies the conditions of an isomorphism.
Lemma 4: L is distributive iff the identity
(xA y) V(y A z) V (x A z) = (x Vy) A (y Vz) A (x Vz)
holds in L.
Proof;
Let L be distributive. Then
(x Ay) V (x Az) V(y /\ z) = J_x A(y Vz) J V (yA z)
= £ (x A (y Vz)) V y 17A
£(x A(y Vz))V z J
= (x V y) A ((yV z) V y) A (xV z)
A ((y V z) V z)
= (x Vy) A (y Vz) A (x Vz) A
(y Vz)
= (x Vy) A (y Vz) A (x V z),
proving the identity.
Let the identity hold in L. x V (y A z) ^ (x Ay)V (y A z) since
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X Also, X V/ (y A z) 2 (x A y) (yA z) 1/ (x A z) =
(x Vy) A (y z) /\ (x V z). By Lemma 8(ii) in section 5, we get
(y z) A (x V z) 2 Cz V (xA y) /* so (x \/y) A (y ^ z) A (x |/ z)
2 (x l/y) ^ [^z VixVy) J and .using Lemma 8(ii) in section 5
with X = X \/y, y=z, z = xA y,
(x Vy) A Cz V(x V y) J ^y)A z) V ((x Vy) A(x A y))
= ((x V^y) A z) 1/ (x A y)
— (x V y) A Z
Therefore, x \/(y A z) ^(xV y) A z, that is, (x Vy) A z x V
(y A z). By Lemma 9, this implies that (x A y) (x A z) = X A
(y V z), proving that L is distributive.
Lemma 5: Let A,B be disjoint three element sets. Let L be the set
of the following subsets of aU B: all X S A, all A C^Y, Y S B, all
three-element sets Z with I Z Ha 1 =2. Then (L; ^) is a lattice,
f\ andVare intersection and union, and thus L is distributive.
Remark: ForA= ^d,e,fj, B = ^a,b,c^ , we get L consisting
of the following sets: P. [dj , [e i , [b] , fd,ej , fd,f/,
\ e,f J , |'d,e,f }, Jd,e,f,a | , Jd,e,f,b_^ , j"d,e,f,c^ ,
Jd,e,f.a,b], [d,e,f,a,c], [d,e,f,b,cj , [d,e,f,a,b,c^
and ^d,e,b^ , |'d,f,c^, e,f,aJ .which is the representation
of the three element sets in Z with } Z H A j =2.
Proof:
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Obviously, (L; S) is a poset. To prove that (L; is a lattice,
we have to show that, for C,D €.L: (i) CH D = inf ^
C ^ D = sup ^ C, D J , and (iii) C 0C U D 6 L. (i) and (ii)
can easily be shown by using definition of subsets, inf and sup.
Since C,D € L, we have C c A U B and D£ A UB, and this gives
uscOdSAUb and C Ud S.A U B. Thus C 00,0 |Jd6 L,
verifying that (L; S) is a lattice.
If we set inf ^C,D^ = cAd and sup ^C,D^ = c\/d, then
we get that A and \/are intersection and union.
Finally, for C,D,E € L,
(C A D) V (c A E) = (0 n D) V (C 0 E)
= (c n D) u (c n E)
= C n (D UE)
= C A(D Ve);
thus L is distributive.
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OLs (;cV«jlA('sfVx)A(vVr)
Theorem 6: A free distributive lattice on three generators F _ (3) has
in... ^1 Q
eighteen elements (see Figure 6.2).
Proof;
Let x,y,z be the three generators. The top eight and the
bottom eight form sublattices by Lemma 3 and its dual. Note, by
Lemma 4, (x A y) V (y A z) V (z Ax) = (x V y) A (y V z) A (z V x).
According to Theorem 2, we have only to verify that the lattice
L in figure 6.2 is a distributive lattice, and that if p,q,r are
polynomials representing elements of L, and pA q = r in L, then
pA q = r in every distributive lattice and similarly forV . Let
X Ay Az =5^, xAy = tdj . xAz= [e ] , yAz= [f j .
(x A y) V (x A z) = £d, e J , (x A z) V(y A z) = ^^ J , (xA z)
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A (yA z) = fe,fj,x=|^d,e,b3,y = [d,f,c] , z =
[ e,f,a J , a = /d,e,fJ , (xVy) A{kVz) = [d,e,f,h] . b =
^ d,e,f,c ] , (x Vz) A (yVz) = fd,e,f,a^ , x Vy = /d,e,f,
a,oJ,yVz= fd.e.f.b.cj*, X W = fd,e,£,a,b/, and
X Vy V'z = ^d,e,f,a,b,c^ , then by Lemma 5, L is distributive.
The second statement requires a complete listing of all triples
p, q,r with p A q = r. If p, q,r belong to the top eight or bottom eight
elements, the statement follows from Lemma 3. The remaining cases
are all trivial except when p or q is x,y, or z. By symmetry, only
p = y, q = X Vz, r= (xAy) V(y/\ z) is left to discuss, but then
pA q = r is the distributive law.
7. Special Elements
Definition 1; A zero of a poset P is an element 0 with 0 ^x for all
X € p. A unit of a poset is an element 1 satisfying x ^ 1 for all
X € P. There are at most one zero and one unit.
Definition 2; A poset that has both 0 and 1 is called a Bounded
Poset.
Definition 3: In a bounded lattice L, a is a complement of b if
a A b = 0 and a V b = 1.




Let b ^ , b j both be complements of a, then hQ=b^A 1 =
^qA (aV'b|)=(bQA a)V'(b^A bj ) = 0\/(b^Ab, ) =
b
^ A fc> I • Also, bj =b^A l = b,A (a\/b^) = (b,A a)
V(b^A b^) = 0\/(bjA bjj )=b^A b^; therefore, b ^ =
b
, .
Definition 5; Let a g. £ b,c J . Then x is a relative complement
of a in £ b,c^ if a A x = b and aVx = c.
Lemma 6 (De Morgan's Identities); In a distributive lattice, if a,b
have complements a * and b * respectively, then a A b and aV b
have complements (a A b) ^ and (a V b) * , respectively, and
(a A b) ' = a ' b '
(a Vb) ' =a ^ A b' .
Proof;
Since, by Lemma 4, an element in a distributive lattice can have
only one complement, then, if we prove
(1) (aAb)A(a 'V b' ) = 0 and (2) (a Ab) \/'(a ' b ' ) = 1,
the first law would be verified; the second is dual. Now,
(aAb)A(a'^ bM = (aAbAa')V(aAbAb')
= 0 \/o = 0
and
(a Ab) V(a ' V b ' ) = (a Va ' V/ b ' ) A(b Va ' b ' )
= 1 A 1 = 1.
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Definition 7; A bounded lattice in which every element has a
complement is called a Complemented Lattice; and a complemented
distributive lattice is called a Boolean Lattice.
Definition 8; A Boolean Algebra is a system (B; A , V , ^,0,1),
whereA, V are binary, ^is a unary operation and 0,1 are nullary





The two typical examples of nondistributive lattices are
jjlyand , whose diagrams are given in Figure 8.1 below.
Theorem 1 is a useful characterization of distributive lattices
by its sublattices; Theorem 2 is a more detailed version of Theorem
1.
Theorem 1; A lattice L is distributive iff L has no sublattice
Iisomorphic to 3Jtjand^. .
Theorem 2;
(i) A lattice L is modular iff it has no sublattice isomorphic to





(i) If L is modular, then every sublattice of L is also modular;
is not modular, therefore,it can not be isomorphic to a sub¬
lattice of L. We can prove the converse by proving; If a lattice is
non-modular, it has a sublattice isomorphic . Assume L is
non-modular, then,by definition of modular lattices and modular
inequality, there exists x,y,z 6 L such that x :^z and x V(y A z) ^
(x Vy) A z. Let R = ^ u,a,b,c,vj where u = yAz, a=x\/(yA
z), b = y, c = (x V/y)A z, V = X V y. We will show that R is a sub¬
lattice of L and is isomorphic to Obviously,R is a subset of L.
By assumption, u ^ a-C c ^ v and u b ^ v. Hence, u^aAb^
c A b and v 2 c Vb 2 a Vb. Note that c Ab = (xy y)AzA y = y
l\ z = u,and aVb = xV(yAz)\/y = xVy = v. So now we have
that u^aAb^cA b = u and v^cyb2a\/b = v, that is, a A b
= c A b = u,and a\/b = cyb=v. There fore,R is a sublattice of L.
It remains only to be shown that (i) u ^ b; (ii) v ^ c; (iii) v ^ b; (iv)
a ^b; (v) u ^ a; and (vi) c^h.
(i) u * b=^y A z = y^y ^ zr:^ V = X \/(y A z) = a.
Contradiction.
(ii) V = c =^x Vy = (x\/y)A z-=4x\/ y ^z =^x ^z and y^ z
ts:)y A z = y ■=^u = b. Contradiction.
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(iii) V = bs=^x Vy = y =#u = (x Vy) A z = c. Contradiction.
(iv) a = b=^x\/(yAz) = y-s^v = x V(x \/(y A z)) = a.
Contradiction.
(v) u = a^y A 2 = X V(y Az) s^x ^ y Az ^ y =:^v = b.
Contradiction.
(vi) c = b=^ (x Vy) A z = y-=:^u = (x'/y) Az = c.
Contradiction.
(ii) If L is modular and distributive, then every sublattice is
modular and distributive; not distributive, therefore,it can
not be isomorphic to a sublattice of L. The “if" statement is
equivalent to; If a modular lattice is non-distributive, it has a
sublattice isomorphic to f/H, . Let us consider a modular lattice Lif*
which is non-distributive. Then, by Lemma 4 in section 6 and
distributive inequalities, there exist x,y,z in L such that
(1) (x A y) V (y A z) V (x A z) (x \/y) A (y V/ z) A ^z).
Let Q = ^u,w,a,b,c ^ with
(2) u = (x A y) y (y A z) y (xA z)
w » (x V y) A (y y z) A (x y z)
a = u y (x Aw) = (u y x) A w
b = uV(yA w) = (u Vy)Aw
C = U y (z A w) = (u Vz) A W
It will be shown that this set forms a sublattice isomorphic to
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First we will show that
(3) a/Vb = bAc = c/la = u
aVb = bVc = cV^a =v,
and then that all the elements are distinct.
If we write out the detailed expressions for x A w and z /I w, and
apply the first absorption identity, we get the following for a V c:
a V c = uV (x A w) V(z A w) = u ]/ C^x A (y l/z) V/ (z A (x \/ if;
and considering the expression in the square brackets, x\/ y2x/[
(y Vz). Now, if we use this in the definition of a modular lattice,
we get
a V c = u V [((x A (y V z)) z) A (x Vy)J ,
However, by modularity of L, (x A (y \/ z) V/ 2 = (y V z) A (x z);
therefore,
aV c = u n/ L (y z) a (x V/z) a (X V y) = u ^ w = w.
Since (1), (2), (3) and the modular identity are self dual, the dual of
a Vb = w, that is, a A b = u, is also true. The rest of the equations
in (3) are similarly shown. Note: in dualizing (1), u and w are
interchanged.
It still remains to be shown that the elements are distinct.
u = a-=^ \ aAb = a4a\/b = b=^w = b.
^ aAc = a^aVc = c^w = c.
All this implies that w = w/1w = b/|c = u. Contradiction.
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Similarly, u^bandu^c. By duality, v-^a,b,c. Finally, the
elements a,b,c are also distinct since a = ba=^u = aAb = a/\a =
a; a=c=^u = aAc = aAa=a; and b = c = b/\c = bAb = b.
Corollary 3; A lattice L is distributive iff every element has at most
one relative complement in any interval.
9. Congruence Relations
Let L be a lattice and let H S L . We will refer to ^(H) as
the smallest congruence relation such that a 2 b for all (a ^ b) 6 H.
Lemma 1: For any H S L . 0(H) exists.
Proof;
Let s’=A(01 a 2 b( 0) for all (a,b) € H). Indeed,
a 5b( for all (a,b) 6 H since in the lattice C(L) the meet is
intersection; hence ^ = ^(H).
In the case where H = £ (a,b)^ , we will write ^(a,b) for
0 (H). Note that 0[a,b) is the smallest congruence relation under
which a = b.
Theorem 2; Let L be a distributive lattice, a,b,x,y eL, and let
a ^ b. Then x Sy( 0(a,b)) iff x A a = y/f a and x Vb = y \/ b.
Proof;
Let^be the binary relation described in Theorem 2, that is,
X S y( iff X A a = yA a and x\/b = yV^b. It can easily be
proved that^is an equivalence relation. If x 2 y(^) andXC L,
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then (x A z) A a = (x A a) A (z A a) = (y A a) A (z A a) = (y A z) A
a, and (x A z) A b = (x A b) A (z A b) = (y A b) A (z A b) = (y A z)
A b; thus xAzHyAz(^). Similarly, xVzHyV^z(^), and
hence ^ is a congruence relation. a S b(^) since a A a = a =r
b A a and aVb = b = bVb. Finally, let Q be any congruence
relation such that a S b( 0) ,and let x = y( J?). Then x A a = yA a,
xVb = yVb, xVa = xVb(@), and x /\b =x l\a{0).
Compute: (Modulo 6) , we get
X S X V (x A a) = X V (y A a)
= (xVy) A(xV'a)a(xVy)A(xV'b)
= (x V y) A (y V b) = y V (x A b)
= y \/ (x A a) = y V (y A a) = y,
that is, X =y( 0), proving that
Definition 3: A distributive lattice L that has a zero and is relatively
complemented is called a generalized Boolean lattice.
Theorem 4:
(i) Let £ = (B; A , V ) be a generalized Boolean lattice. Define
the binary operations • and on B by setting
X • y = X A y
and defining x + y as the relative complement of x A y in ^0,
xVyJ . Then = (B; + , • ) is a Boolean ring, that is, an
(associative) ring satisfying x = x for all x 6 B (and,
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consequently, satisfying xy = yx and x x = 0 for x,y € B).
(ii) Let = (B; , • ) be a Boolean ring. Define the binary
operations A and V on B by
X /\ y = X • y
and
xVy = x+-yfx • y.
Then = (B; A , V) is a generalized Boolean lattice.
Proof;
(i) Set X • y = X A y and x -f y as the relative complement of
xAyin £o,xVy^ . First we wilt verify that x+y=(xAy ')
V(xy\y). Since
(xAy)A ((xAy " ) V(x 'A y))
= (x A y) A (xA y ' ) J \/ QxA y) A (x ' A y) ^
= (xAo) V(0 Ay)
= 0 Vo = 0
and
(xAy)V C(xAy' )V(x'A y):j
= (x A y) V C((x Ay ')Vx ') A {(x Ay ' )Vy) J
= (x A y) V ((x ' \/ y ^ ) A ^y))
= DxAy)V (x'V y ' ) J /t ftxAy) V(xVy)
= lAfxVy) = (xVy),
then x+y=(xAy ‘^)V(x y), that is,x <+• y is the relative
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complement ofxAyii^ LOjxVyJJ. Now+ is commutative, since
X + y = (x Ay ' ) V(x 'A y) = (yAx M V(y 'A x) = y +• x.
Since
(x y) + z = (x A y ^ ) V (x ' A y) + z
= C ((x Ay ' ) V (x 'A y))Az*J V II((x Ay')
V (x ' A y)) ' A z J
= L ((x A y ' ) A z ) V ((x ' A y) A z ' )
t((xAyM^A (x'A y)' ) A z J
= C(x Ay ' A z M V(x 'A yA z ' ) J V' C(x '
Vy) A(xVy M Az J
= (xAy'Az')V'(x'AyAz') V C(^ * V y)
A ((x A z) V (y ^ A z))J7
= (xAy 'A z ' )V(x'A yAz ') V/(xAyAz)
V (x ' A y 'A z),
we conclude that +• is associative. There exists an inverse under
since x-/‘x=(xAx ')V(x'A x) = 0 0 = 0, and,of
course,X 4* 0 = 0 •4' x. Thus the ring axioms for addition hold. Since
A is associative, we get • being associative. There is an
identity under •, since x •x = xAx = x. Therefore, the ring
axioms for • hold. Finally,
x(y + z) = X A (y f z)
= x A C(yAz')V^(y * A z) Ji
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= (x A y /I z ' ) l/(x /\ y '/\ z)
= (x/1 y) (x/1 z)
= xy ^ xz;
thus the distributive law holds, proving that (B; / , •
Boolean ring.
(ii) Set X A y = X • y and x\/y = xf y^x • y.
xA y = x • y = y« x = yA x
and
xV^y = x-/'yV'X»y = yy-X7‘y» x = y\/x,
/\ and VAare commutative.
B is distributive since
xA(yV^z)=x' (yV^z)=x<* (y-fzy-y# z)
= X # (y y- z) ^ x(y # z)
= x*y + x« zf (x*y)» (x«z)
= (x A y) V/ (x A z)
and, by Lemma 9(ii) in section 5,
X \/ (y A z) = (x \/ y) A (x \/ z).
Indeed, ^re associative since
(xAy)Az = (x* y)Az=x* y - z = x(yz)




(x Vy) z = (x f y + xy) (A z
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^x-ty-txy-hz z(x i- y xy)
= x’ty'txyi'z 't zx-t zy-h zxy
- X y -h z /yz'/xy/'xzT** xyz
= X V (y Vz).
Since
xA(x Vy) = (xAx) VixAv)
= (x • x) \/ (x • y)
= xV (x * y)
= x+ x* y -hx • y = x
and
X V (x A y) = X \/ (xy)
= x'+'xy -t x(xy)
= X xy y* yx = X,
we conclude that the absorption identities hold. Finally, 0 6 B since
0 = X -f X € B and B is relatively complemented by Corollary 3 in
section 8. Thus (B; A ») is a generalized Boolean lattice.
10. Topological Representation
A join-semilattice L is called distributive if a ^ b ^ b ^ (a,
bjj »b , ) € L implies the existence of a ^ ,a ^ £ L, a ^ b ,
i = 0,1, with a = a ^ Vf a ^ . Note that a ^ and a ^ need not be
unique.
A subset D of a join-semilattice L is called a dual ideal if
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a € D and x ^ a imply that x D, and a,b € D implies that there
exists a lower bound d of [a.b] such that d 6 D. An ideal I of L
is prime if I ^ L and L - I (" - " denotes set difference) is a dual
ideal. LetPit) denote the set of all prime ideals of L.
In .^(L), sets of the form r(a) = f P / a ^ pj represents the
elements of L. These sets are open.
Let/(L) denote the topological space defined on 5^(L) by
postulating that the sets of the form r(a) be a subbase for the open
sets; (L) will be called the Stone Space of L.
Lemma 1; Let I be an ideal of L,
r(l) = £ P / P 6 P^ l] .
Then r(l) is open in (L). Conversely, every open set U of yco
can be uniquely represented as r(l) for some ideal I of L.
Proof:
Since r(l) f) r(j) = r(I /| J),
I J ^ j) I j e K),
and r((ql/= r(a), we conclude that the r(I) form the smallest collection
of sets closed under finite intersection and arbitrary union containing
all the r(a}. Thus r(l) is open in^ (L). Note that a 4 I iff r(a) ^
r(I). Thus r(I) = r(j) iff a 6 I is equivalent to a 6 J, that is,
I = J.
Lemma 2: The subsets of J’(L) of the form r(a) can be
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characterized as compact open sets.
Proof;
Let £'r(I^)/]c€K.?,a family of open sets, be a cover for
r(a), that is, r(a) £ U(r(I^,^ / k « K)) =r(\/(I,^>^ / k € K)). Then
a e V(I„J ; k € K ) for some finite K ^ S K, verifying that
r(a) S U(r(I^J Ik & ). Thus r(qi} is compact. Conversely, if
I is not principal, that is, I (a^, then r(I) S iy(r(a) I a € I), but
r(I) ^ C/(r(a) / a 6 I Q ) for any finite I ^ S I.
From Lemma 2, we conclude:
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